Functional assembly of chimeric T-cell receptor chains.
We have generated cytotoxic T-cell hybridomas expressing chimeric T-cell receptors (cTCR) with an antibody-type specificity for the TNP hapten. Transfectants expressing the cTCR genes could mediate specific lysis of haptenated tumor cell lines of various types and secrete IL-2 upon stimulation with TNP modified cells. In a previous report, we showed that double-gene transfectants expressing either VHC alpha and VLC beta or VHC beta and VLC alpha could be activated by TNP-modified stimulator cells or TNP proteins immobilized on plastic. Single-chain transfectants (expressing VHC alpha or VHC beta alone) could be mainly activated by TNP-cells. We now report that transfection of chimeric VHC alpha gene into an alpha-chain-defective mutant restores the surface expression of the TCR/CD3 complex. In parallel, such transfectants regained the ability to respond to mitogen and anti-CD3 antibodies and responded weakly to TNP cells. Double gene transfectants, bearing 2 complementary chimeric chains, expressed high amounts of cTCR on their surface, sufficient to acquire sound anti-TNP reactivity. Cells expressing the VHC beta gene only were not functional and had no detectable surface TCR chains. Taken together, our results suggest that chimeric VHC alpha chains can pair with endogenous V beta C beta chains, but that there is preferential association between complementary chimeric chains, resulting in higher functional expression of the chimeric TCR.